Animated GIFs have regained huge popularity. They are used in instant messaging, online journalism, social media, among others. In this paper, we present an in-depth study on the interestingness of GIFs. We create and annotate a dataset with a set of affective labels, which allows us to investigate the sources of interest. We show that GIFs of pets are considered more interesting that GIFs of people. Furthermore, we study the connection of interest to other features and factors such as popularity. Finally, we build a predictive model and show that it can estimate GIF interestingness with high accuracy. Our model outperforms the existing methods on GIF popularity, as well as a model based on still image interestingness, by a large margin. We envision that the insights and method developed can be used for automatic recognition and generation of interesting GIFs.
INTRODUCTION
Interest is related to curiosity and attention and as a result an important factor in driving multimedia users' online behavior [15] . It has various applications in multimedia such as video highlight detection [20] and media recommendation. Flickr, for example 1 , highlights interesting photos shared on their website. Rather than analyzing the visual content, however, they rely on information such as the number of likes, comments, etc. [5] . Thus, they require users' feedback and social interactions in order to surface interesting content. However, social interactions and interestingness do not always co-exist [14] , as we will show in our experiments.
The Graphics Interchange Format (GIF) is a graphical format that was introduced in 1987 by the Internet provider company CompuServe to depict moving pictures on the lowbandwidth Internet of that time. Recently, GIFs are making a comeback [22] and there are popular websites such as Tumblr 2 which is mainly used for posting and sharing GIFs. * Equal contributions 1 https://www.flickr.com/explore/interesting/ 2 https://www.tumblr.com/ Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. 
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Figure 1: Most and least interesting GIFs from our dataset. GIFs of action scenes, pets and accidents are considered most interesting, while most boring GIFs are of people.
GIFs have become a very popular media, due to their unique properties. In contrast to images, animated GIFs have better capabilities to show dynamic content, tell stories and convey emotions. At the same time they remain short and without sound, which makes them more discreet and easily consumable compared to videos, which require higher time and bandwidth commitment [1] . In this paper, we conduct an in-depth study on what makes GIFs interesting. Towards this goal, we constructed a database of GIFs annotated with interest and other affective attributes. 2739 GIFs were selected from the previous studies on GIFs [9, 1] and labeled on Amazon Mechanical Turk. A content-based GIF interestingness method is developed and evaluated. We obtain a prediction performance that is comparable to the ones on still images [18, 8, 7] . The contributions of this work are as follows: (i) We analyze the effect of emotional attributes on GIF interestingness and provide an in-depth analysis into what makes a GIF interesting; (ii) We study the relationship between GIF interestingness to GIF popularity as well as image interestingness. (iii) We build a computational model for automatic prediction of GIF interestingness.
BACKGROUND
Interest is a state which is related to curiosity and drives our attention. Silvia among other psychologist posited that interest is an emotion which has consistent subjective feelings and expressions in adults [15] . Halonen et al. [10] identified a set of characteristics that are related to visual interestingness through a qualitative study. The characteristics which were deemed relevant were aesthetics, affect, colors, composition, genre and personal connection. Chu et al. [6] studied the effect of familiarity of faces and images context Spearmans rank correlation Figure 2 : Correlations of visual sentiment attributes [13] with GIF interest. Some groups of contents stand out: pets, natural/aesthetic scenes and, on the negative side, music and people (see text).
on visual interestingness. They found that personally familiar faces and unfamiliar contexts are positively correlated with the interestingness in images.
In the light of the recent surge in the popularity of GIFs, Bakhshi et al. [1] studied the engaging factors in GIFs using a combination of interviews with GIF users and simple computational features. They found that animation, lack of sound, immediacy of consumption, low bandwidth and minimal time demands, the storytelling capabilities and utility for expressing emotions were the most important factors in making GIFs engaging. Jou et al. [12] built a tool for automatic prediction of perceived emotion in GIF viewers. Color histogram, facial expressions depicted in GIFs, visual features related to aesthetics and visual sentiment [2] were used as their content features. They found that facial expressions depicted in GIFs were the most effective features in determining perceived emotions in response to GIFs.
Gygli et al. and Grabner et al. [8, 7] showed that visual content features related to unusualness, aesthetics and general preference are effective in predicting visual interestingness. More recently, Soleymani [18] built a model for personalized interest prediction for images. He found that affective content, quality, coping potential and complexity have a significant effect on visual interest in images.
DATASET
We sampled 1729 GIFs from the Video2GIF dataset [9] and 1010 GIFs from the Tumblr dataset of [1] . We sampled randomly from Video2GIF, while for Tumblr, we undersampled GIFs with few likes, to have a more balanced distribution of likes and reblogs. We manually removed GIFs containing text and pornographic material. We deliberately removed the GIFs with subtitles to focus on visual interestingness of the content rather than language in the dialogues. In total, we selected 2739 GIFs to be labeled for our dataset, which is available online 3 . GIFs were in average 4.25 seconds long with the average frame rate of 11 frames/second. Table 2 : Spearman's correlation coefficients (ρ) between the interestingness and emotional ratings.
GIFs were labeled through crowdsourcing on Amazon Mechanical Turk. Motivated by the affective dimension of interest and the previous findings on interestingness in images [18, 10] , we labeled GIFs on interestingness, aesthetics, arousal and valence (pleasantness) on five point scales. We also labeled them on the presence of explicit or erotic content due to the strong effect of sexual arousal in emotional responses [3] . The scales were appealing-unappealing for aesthetics, arousing-soothing for arousal, pleasant-unpleasant for valence, interesting-uninteresting and boring-exciting for interest and "want to see full video"-"do not want to watch the full video" for curiosity. Each GIF received five labels on all these scales. 41 crowd-workers, 21 male, aged between 22 -59 years old (µ = 35.0, σ = 9.6) annotated the GIFs. They receive $0.07 to annotate each GIF. Due to the culture specific references in the content of GIFs, we decided to restrict the tasks to the workers based in the USA. We calculated Krippendorff's alpha to measure the agreement of the labels adjusted to the chance agreement (max(α) = 1). All the inter-rater agreements were in range of fair to moderate agreement similar to previous studies [18] (see Table 1 ).
Similar to [16] , the interesting -uninteresting scale was combined with reverse boring -exciting to form the interestingness score which is used in the remaining of this paper.
ANALYSIS
While GIFs have gained immense popularity, they have not been analyzed from a computational perspective. One notable exception is the work of Baskshi et al. [1] . They however only analyze the relationship of low-level image features and GIF popularity. Instead, we use our new dataset to do an in-depth analysis of what makes a GIF interesting. Concerning the affective dimension of interest, the Spearman's rank correlation was calculated between interest and the emotional ratings (see Table 2 ). As expected, there is a strong correlation between interest and curiosity. All emotional ratings are significantly correlated with interest. Aesthetic appeal of GIFs has a higher correlation with interest compared to arousal or valence. In Figure 2 , we relate visual sentiments, detected by [13] , and interest, while Thereby we observe several groups of attributes that are strongly correlated with interest. Namely GIFs of pets, lead by cats and dogs are typically considered of interest. Furthermore, beautiful and natural scenes, as well as funny content in general are deemed interesting. Negatively correlated attributes are mainly from two groups: music and people. Surprisingly, the presence of people has inverse correlation with GIF's interestingness, even though there are very popular memes of facial expressions. However, these are exceptions and the larger part of GIFs containing people are considered dull. This suggests that for finding interesting GIFs of people, a more fine-grained analysis of facial expressions is necessary. Thus, we extracted facial expressions for the subpart of GIFs containing a considerable amount of frames containing faces and correlated joyful, surprised, sad and angry expressions with interest. While joy remains negatively correlated (−0.129), the other emotions have a weak positive correlation with interest (surprise: 0.019, sorrow (sadness) 0.036, anger 0.096). Next, we put our annotated attributes in relation to the number of views and reblogs (Table 3) . For this, we use the GIFs from Tumblr only, as it provides accurate social data [1] . In accordance with one's expectation, interest is related to the number of likes (ρ = 0.279). In fact, it is the most correlated among all the attributes we investigated. The number of times a GIF was re-blogged, however is not significantly correlated (p-value> 0.01) with any attribute, except the explicitness of content. Explicitness has a significant negative correlation, meaning that fewer Tumblr bloggers are re-sharing explicit GIFs compared to other content. While interest and the number of likes are related, their correlation is relatively weak. Popularity is not only influenced by the content but also by social factors such as uploaders' popularity. This effect was also observed and investigated by Schifanella et al. [14] , who surface appealing photos among unpopular Flickr images.
INTEREST PREDICTION
In order to predict the interestingness of GIFs, we learn a model using a support vector regression (SVR) with an RBF kernel. As feature representation, we use a range of visual features, as described in the next Section.
Baselines. We compare our model with two related work, namely, image interestingness [8] and Video2GIF [9] .
For image interestingness, we follow [8] and train a SVR with RBF kernel on the dataset of [11] with their interestingness labels. Rather than using low-level features, however, we use the outputs from the fully connected layer 6 (fc6) of a deep convolutional neural network, i.e., VGGNet-19 [17] . For reference, we evaluated this model on the test set of [8] and obtained a performance of ρ = 0.70, thus outperforming the original work of [8] (ρ = 0.60). Video2GIF is a method that learns to rank segments within a video according to their likelihood to be selected as GIFs. To this end, it uses pairs of video segments (positive vs. negative). A positive is a video segment that was selected to produce a GIF, while a negative segment is one that was never selected by users to produce a GIF. We compare two configurations: (i) A ranking learned from pairs (pos, neg) in the same video ("within") and (ii) a ranking learned from (pos, neg) in different videos ("across").
Implementation details. We report results on the full dataset, using cross-validation: We split the dataset into 5 parts, and train on four parts and test on the fifth, in turn. As performance metrics, we report Spearman's rank correlation ρ as well as root mean square error (RMSE). When training the SVRs, we optimize C after cross-validation for each training split. For the RBF-kernel we set γ = 1/d, where d is the dimensionality of the feature representation.
Visual features
We use a range of visual features at varying levels of abstraction. Based on [1] , a set of simple low-level features is extracted from every frame of GIFs. These simple features are pooled at the frame level by mean, standard deviation Visual sentiments [13] Probabilities of adjective noun pairs related to sentiments 4342 C3D [19] Features from a CNN with spatio-temporal convolutions trained for action recognition in videos. We use the first fully-connected layer 4096 Table 4 : Visual features, their descriptions and dimensionality.
and skewness to form a feature vector for each GIF. Similar to [1] , GIF characteristics such as frame rate, number of pixels, duration and aspect-ratio are also extracted. We further extract attributes related to the content of frames using Google Cloud Vision API 4 , namely the area covering faces and text, spoof and violence likelihood, as well as facial expressions. Features by Google Cloud API are pooled by averaging their values at frame level. Furthermore, we use two types of CNN-based features. (i) Spatio-temporal CNN features that were trained for action recognition and (ii) Visual sentiment attributes, which consist of probabilities for adjective noun pairs. A comprehensive list of features and their dimensionality is given in Table 4 .
Results
The results for prediction GIF interest are summarized in Figure 5 . Results demonstrate that our approach is able to predict GIF interestingness with high accuracy, compared to the baselines. It is interesting to observe that the sentiment features, while lacking temporal information, perform better than C3D. This indicates that the types of objects and their associated sentiments are more important than motion information. Our best performing model has a rank correlation of 0.53 showing that GIF interest can be predicted well from visual information only. When comparing the models trained for predicting GIF interestingness with previous methods, they perform much better than the baselines. This is not surprising, given that the baselines were not trained for this task directly. Somewhat surprisingly, Video2GIF trained to rank segments from the same video is actually uncorrelated with GIF interest (Video2GIF within). However, Video2GIF trained with samples coming from different videos is correlated. Its correlation (0.21) is even higher than that of image interestingness (0.15), despite not being trained with interest labels.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we analyzed and predicted human interest Table 5 : Predicting mean interest in GIFs in GIFs. Towards this goal, we have introduced a new GIF dataset with interestingness annotation. We found the adjective noun pairs or sentiment features to be the most informative features, even though they are extracted from still images. GIFs depicting pets were in average found to be more interesting than the ones showing people. We also found that interestingness is associated with likability, i.e., number of likes a GIF receives. However, interestingness was not correlated with reblogging behavior or social popularity. Finally, we used our dataset to build a predictive model and showed its effectiveness in predicting interestingness. In the future, we would like to extend this model to predict personalized interest.
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